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GM Note’s

GM:   Justbeer  016 418 4141
VGM:  Speedhound 016 458 4721
On Sec:  Bibi Tulips 012 408 1540
Hash Cash: Rupiah   012 410 6231
Ass. H.Cash:  No Choice 011 1435 5745

Run: 2460
Date: 4 April 2019
Bunny: Committee Run
Runsite: Youth Park, Sai Seng’s corner

Web: www.hashhouseharrietspenang.com
Email: onsec@hashhouseharrietspenang.com

The Rupiah and Tulips story.
Youth Park, the committee run, so as a committee member you have to attend. 
My only problem was to find a partner to go in slightly early. When I arrived 
there were already a few people there, but nobody to my standard, which is slow. 
Take Care says go with me, but I know that story: he complains 3 times that I 
am slow and fat and then he runs off. Luckily at that time Money Manfred and 
Rupiah arrived. Are you going in: yes, okay then we go together. Short to me-
dium run the GM said. No problem then. A thunderstorm was coming in but it 
still looks enough away so we could come out before that, if  it would rain. We 
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followed the path up the hill. It does not look steep, but your legs tell you oth-
erwise. Rupiah had a cold so it was not easy for her. But we just went slowly 
and took our time to enjoy the run. After 20 minutes or so the General passed 
us, then Viking came and passed us also. We continued our way up happily chit 
chatting. At some point there was paper down, but I also saw paper up, So we de-
cided to follow the paper up, thinking we were on our paper, because we saw the 
paper we were about to follow during the run as well. (It turned out to be PSC 
paper, but that we found out way later back at the runsite). At some point we 
heard Good Year shouting and we thought ah finally one of  the front runners is 
going to pass us. Now we only have to continue and wait for Silent Men to catch 
up. After another climb up we realized that Good Year did not pass us. Rupiah 
said, he sure must have taken a short cut otherwise he would already have passed 
us. We climbed some more up and we reached the teahouse were a lot of  people 
were enjoying their leisure time after work. We did not see anybody we knew so 
we continued straight. In the meantime we said to each other, gosh the run is not 
so short at  all. And still nobody passing us. We even talked about it that perhaps 
we are fast now, so they can’t catch up with us. Ha ha, how wrong we were, but 
we still did not know that. 
We followed paper all the way back to Moongate, finally we are out and before 
dark so all good. We walked the road back to the runsite, but the run must have 
done something to our brains, because when we saw the paper going up the hill 
somewhere after the carpark we decided to follow it. We thought it was a short 
cut to the runsite. Going up again we saw a snake happily slithering to find a 
place for the night to sleep. Up we went, but lucky for us our common sense 
kicked in and we decided what we were doing is wrong, we go back and walk 
over the road to the runsite. We came out at the playground, it was dark by that 
time and walked back were everybody had already arrived even Silent Man. So 
nobody passed us, because we followed the wrong paper, duh, and on top of  that 
we did much more then the run actually was. Viking said, your own fault because
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Run Date Bunny/Hare Runsite
2462 18-4-19 Snap Cop Bukit Jambul
2463 25-4-19 No Choice Shamrock Beach, watertank
2464 2-5-19 Kissing Me Shamrock Beach, watertank
2465 9-5-19 Bommy TBA
2466 16-5-19 Oyster Licker Bayee Pass
2467 23-5-19 Miss Bollywood TBA
2467 30-5-19 Mem Sahib Bayee Pass
2468 6-6-19 Suddakar TBA
2469 13-6-19 Calvin Lee TBA
2470 20-6-19 Beauty Queen TBA
2471 27-6-19 Just Beer TBA

Please inform the On Sec a.s.a.p. where your run will be

you girls did not pay any attention to the paper, all you did was yep yep and yep, 
he does have a point I must say. Anyway all back all good, time for a shower and 
some food. Bihoon and fried chicken, nice. 
Circle time, and after that we enjoyed the evening with good company.

Circle 
1. Welcome the guest. Unfortunately Kendra had left but then she really wasn’t 
a guest. She came as a guest but left as a member!! Welcome to the Club Kendra.
2. The GM then called out Jackpot to sit on the ice. As it was a Committee Run 
there were those that thought subsidised beer should be given but the run was 
done to fill in the gaps so that the members would only have to do one run in the

Hareline 2019

Please respect the environment which we enjoy each week and ensure 
that no rubbish is left at the site, including cigarette butts, scraps and 
general litter. Thank you.

Next Week we are at Bukit Jambul, 
for Godd Year’s Run

Please come and support
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year. Hence no subsidised beer. Jackpot got free beer by sitting on the ice how-
ever.

3. Rupiah and Tulips were next to enjoy the ice throne! They went in early and 
came out late, having followed the wrong paper at some point and hence did an 
extra long run. Too busy talking I expect.
4. Happy Birthday to you, Happy Birthday to you, Happy Birthday dear ICE-
MAN, Happy Birthday to you. It was the day before the run but we celebrate 
anytime!!
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5. No Choice is making it a habit of  getting a cold bum as once again she was on 
ice. This time though it was to receive thanks for providing extra food for the 
evening and helping to set the run the day before.
6. The last icing is normally reserved for the Hare/Bunny but this was a Com-
mittee run and hence who better than the GM to get her bum frozen this time. A 
big thank you to the Committee for running the Club and for the evenings’ good 
run and delicious food.
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Pictures of  the evening 
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April

3, Iceman 3, Calvin Lee

6, Speedhound

17, Botak Chin

23, Money Manfred
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Funnies
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Invitation Runs
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Disclaimer: By taking part in a Hash House Harriets 
Penang run or event, you agree not to hold the or-
ganisers or any affiliated individual responsible for 
any injury or mishap that may happen to you.


